
	
SATURDAY, JULY 14 
 
WINDSONG LEO SEEKS FOURTH STRAIGHT WIN IN SATURDAY’S FEATURE 
Windsong Leo, who already has won at 10 pari-mutuel tracks in his distinguished career, will try to add 
another — and extend his current victory streak to four — when he makes his debut at The Meadows in 
Saturday’s $18,000 Preferred Handicap Pace. 

He’ll go from post 4 in race 8 with Ronnie Wrenn, Jr. piloting. Saturday’s card also features a pair of rich 
total-pool guarantees — $10,000 for the Pick 5 (races 9-13), $7,500 for the Pick 4 (races 4-7) — as well as 
a $1,781.30 jackpot in the Super High 5 (race 13). First post is 1:05 PM. 

A 6-year-old Jereme’s Jet-Windsong Goldie gelding, Windsong Leo has won at tracks of all sizes 
throughout the continent — Charlottetown, Flamboro Downs, Freehold, Georgian Downs, Grand River, 
London, the Meadowlands, Mohawk, Woodbine, Yonkers. His current owners — Burke Racing Stable, 
Weaver Bruscemi LLC and Phillip Collura — purchased him privately last year after watching him on tape 
as he looped the field for an improbable victory. Recalls trainer Ron Burke:  “I thought, ‘that’s not 
possible. You can’t win from there. I must be watching the wrong replay.’ Then I thought, ‘we have to 
have that horse.’ 

All the wins in Windsong Leo’s current streak have come on the front end at Yonkers, but Burke indicates 
he’s much more versatile than that. 

“When we first got him,” Burke says, “I didn’t think he’d like to race up front, but that’s changed. He will 
race on the lead or near it. When you move him to a bigger track, he actually seems to like it and races 
even better. That’s what makes him dangerous.” 

Burke indicates he shifted Windsong Leo from Yonkers, at least for now, to invigorate his group of fast-
class horses here. 

“Truthfully, except for Stride Of Pride, that group hasn’t been up to our expectations,” he says, “and I 
really don’t like losing that (Preferred Handicap) race every week at The Meadows.” 

On Saturday, Windsong Leo will face Phoenix Warrior N, an opponent of similar versatility and success 
who’s won two straight.  “Phoenix Warrior N is so dangerous because he can race either way, too. That 
will make it an interesting race,” Burke says. If Windsong Leo finishes first or second, he’ll soar over 
$300,000 in career earnings. 

The Meadows and the Meadows Standardbred Owners Association (MSOA) will offer an appealing 
variety of fan-centric events to complement Saturday’s program. The “Rockin’ On The Rail’ series of live 
Saturday concerts continues with a performance by Darling Nikki Featuring Jason Walker. The music 
begins on the apron at the conclusion of the races. The MSOA will provide paddock tours, starting gate 
rides and a drawing for Pittsburgh Pirates tickets. To participate or for more information, stop by the 
MSOA table in the Racebook. 



 
 
RACE 1 – NW 8 PACE 
 
1 – TO HIS CREDIT – Finished fourth in a lower level last time, steps up today.  Find a tough spot here, 
and the rail clearly isn’t a good starting spot for this one.  Had the rail two starts ago and only was able 
to get away 6th.   
 
2 – RUFFLE UP – Returns from the York, PA fair today after a second place finish.  Two starts ago, was in 
a conditioned claimer here and finished 4th, but should find this class to be much tougher.  Still looking 
for his first win of the year in his 18th start.   
 
3 – SOUTHWIND YUKON – Makes his second start back after a lengthy layoff.  Paced a good mile in his 
return, and had reason to lose some positions late.  He draws a good spot here, makes his second start 
back, and goes against mostly younger horses today rather than older foes like last week.  He should fit 
very well in here.   
 
4 – LOUIE’S SO BOSSY – Ignore his last start due to an outside post.  Should get away much closer to 
the action and be more effective this week, but was only 5th from a similar post in this group two starts 
ago. 
 
5 – IDEAL ACE – This one didn’t like sitting last in his most recent start, as he gapped badly at the half.  
However, he came on late, and with a better post today can be a factor at a higher price.   
 
6 – SUNSET BRAYDON – Made an impressive return to the race on June 23, winning in 1:52.3.  Off that 
line, logically should be very good here, but becomes a risk because that line was 3 weeks ago.  Hope 
he’s OK and 100% ready for today.  If so, he can win. 
 
7 – DADDYOFEMALL – Took a conservative route last week after missing a start due to a scratch.  
Rallied late for a good third place finish with a 28.1 final quarter.  Faced older horses last time and goes 
into a more age-appropriate group today, but draws the worst post. 
 
 
SELECTIONS:   6-5-7-3 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – NW 5 TROT 
 
1 – BONE A FIDE BABE – Can’t read much from her last line, as she made a break behind the gate.  Did 
well to get back into the race, so she has the speed to contend here.  However, she draws the rail again, 
which is a tough spot for trotters.   
 
2 – JUST JOE – Hasn’t raced since June 25 due to a scratch, so he’s a bit of a mystery coming into 
today’s race.  Still, he has gate speed, has raced well in both of his starts this year, and draws inside.  He 
can be a factor if he’s 100% ready after the scratch.   
 
3 – MEME HANOVER – Another one coming off a scratch, this one just missed in the most recent start, 
which was in this class.  He has good closing speed, so he may take a more conservative route early in 
the mile.   
 
4 – ALMIROLA HANOVER – Yet another horse coming off a scratch, this one won his last start in 1:57.4 
and has shown sub-1:56 speed.  Zendt had a choice between this one and Envy Hanover (#6), and went 
with this one.   
 
5 – STUD ALLEY – Newcomer has won 3 in a row in lower levels at Northfield.  This is a significant step 
up in class today, but he’s earned a shot in this group.   
 
6 – ENVY HANOVER – A fast closer, he just couldn’t reach last time.  Gets a new driver today, but Paver 
should be able to rally him late, as this one prefers to race.  Needs others to set quick fractions up front.   
 
7 – JOEY – Speaking of quick fractions up front, this one will likely be the one setting them.  He has a 
ton of early speed and will likely use it today from the outside post.  He will be the one to catch coming 
home.   
 
8 – KANNECTIONS HONEY – She posted a good win last time, and Rawlings sticks with this one today, 
as he was also asked to drive #1 Bone A Fide Babe.  Today, moves to an outside post and has plenty of 
speed to her left out of the gate, with #7 Joey.  However, could still leave the gate and hope to drop in 
second behind the 7 early.   
 
SELECTIONS:  7-4-6-1 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – MAIDEN PACE 
 
1 – UNTESTED HANOVER – Raced well in first start with a 28.1 final quarter, but tired to a 32.4 last time, 
leaving this one as a bit of a question mark today.  Hope for a return to the previous form.  
 
2 – REMEMBER THEN – Qualified well for career debut, with a good last quarter.  Lacks experience, but 
appears to have speed.   
 
3 – WESTERN FANTASY – Was a 24-1 longshot from post 3 last time and made a break before the start.  
Paced a sub-2:00 mile in the qualifier, but will need more speed here.   
 
4 – DYLAN SAM – Has experience some of the others lack, as this will be his fourth official start.  Has 
been a factor all three times, so logically should be a major player in here as well.  Has gate speed to try 
to out-leave the inside three horses.   
 
5 – DELIGHTFUL FASHION – Showed a good final quarter in the qualifier, but made a break at the start 
last time.  Was bet to 5-1, so he had some support on the board.  Had missed a month between the 
qualifier and the race, and comes back on a better schedule this time.   
 
6 – NATIVE’S PRIORITY – Should improve this week after missing some time due to a scratch.  Trainer 
Simpson handles this one himself, and may take a conservative route again today.   
 
7 – WESTERN THUNDER – Improved the final quarter mile last time after a 31 the previous week.  Hasn’t 
come back to that 27.4 from June 16.  The big question today is whether or not this one has some early 
speed.  Has had all inside posts, and this is his first attempt from outside.  Don’t be shocked if you see 
this one moving forward out of the gate.   
 
8 – HIGHLANDBEACHLOVER – The likely favorite in here this one has done everything just perfectly so 
far in qualifiers.  Has early speed and also showed a 28 final quarter last week in his local effort.  He’ll be 
the one to catch.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   8-4-2-7 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – BILLINGS TROT 
 
1 – BIG BRO – Faced to a fifth place finish in his Meadows Billings start, then tired to 9th last time with 
another slow final quarter.  Hope for improvement today. 
 
2 – DEADHEAD ROYALTY – This one appears to have the speed, with a 1:56.2 mark at Northfield this 
year, but makes a lot of breaks.  Owner Bonomo drove the horse one time recently, and he made a 
break at Scioto Downs.   
 
3 – BETTER CALL SAUL – Has a lot of experience and success here, but today returns after taking nearly 
a month off.  Still, the success this year is hard to ignore.   
 
4 – UPFRONT CHARLIEBOY – Meadows veteran has the home track advantage, but I don’t think that 
driver Svrcek has driven this one before.  He’s better as a closer, so the right move may be to stay out of 
trouble early and pass the field late.  He has the ability to do just that.   
 
5 – B L CLASS ACT – Raced at Jackson, Michigan last week…the final time ever that track will appear in 
a race line.  It has been closed for many years but reopened for one final day of racing before 
developers will tear it all down.  For handicapping purposes, that line is hard to read without it being 
charted, so look to the other recent lines.  Raced well on the 5/8 track at Bluegrass Downs on June 16, 
so this one could be decent in here.   
 
6 – JLS TOO HOT TAJ – Finished second in her only Meadows start, then finished 4th in a Billings at 
Scioto.  Had a bad post in an overnight race at Scioto last time, so ignore that mile.  Fits well in this 
group.  
 
7 – RUFAS DE VIE – This horse has been a world traveler of late, going from Florida to Sarnia, Ontario, to 
Michigan, to Georgian Downs in Ontario, now to The Meadows.  His last 3 starts have been very good, 
so he can definitely be a big factor in here today.   
 
8 – KEYSTONE BLADE – Made a break last time at Harrah’s Philly in a tough race.  This is a step down in 
class this week, and if he can overcome the post, he can be a factor here.  Definitely has the speed to 
win today.   
 
9 – MUTINYONTHEBOUNTY – This one makes the race hard to handicap.  Was assigned the outside 
post, which means he should be the best in here, but has only raced once since May 18, and that race 
was 4 weeks ago.  If the horse is sharp and ready to go, he is the horse to beat.  However, that’s asking a 
lot for this one to be razor sharp after seeing such little action in the last 2 months. 
 
SELECTIONS:    7-4-9-3 

  



 
RACE 5 – 10,000 PACE 
 
1 – OFFICIALLY YOURS – Joins a new barn this week after a claim, but stays in the same class and gets a 
big post position improvement today.  Ignore that last mile due to post 9.  He can be a big factor in here 
this time around.   
 
2 – INCREDIBLE DRAGON – Got out of the gate 8th last time and was just too far back to reach the 
frontrunners as they came home in 57.1   He did a good job to get up for 5th last time, and if he can stay 
closer to the action early, he could hit the ticket here.  Wilder had a choice between this one and #5, and 
picked this one.  
 
3 – MCJAGERSONTHEMOVE – Expect some improvement today in this one’s second start in the new 
barn.  He got a slow start last time and never recovered, as it’s tough to make up a lot of ground from 
10th in a fast final half.  
 
4 – DRUNK ON YOU – Comes off his best performance of the season, as he’s now getting in shape after 
a lengthy layoff.  The 28.1 final quarter last week is a very good sign.   
 
5 – ALBIONKINGINFINITO – Parked last week, so that line can be ignored.  Two starts ago, he was a 
high-priced longshot and nearly won, only losing by a neck.  Still, he will need the right trip today to be 
there.   
 
6 – PURDY SAM – This one will get a considerable amount of play off the class drop this week.  Only lost 
by a nose in a higher level three starts ago, then was parked the next week, and last week got away 8th 
and the frontrunners came home in 56.1 so he had no shot.  The class drop definitely will help this time. 
 
7 – HRUBYS N LUCK – Claimed last time but stays in the same class for the new connections.  Won easily 
a week ago and figures to be the top choice again today.  Has gate speed and should be able to get to 
the front quickly.   
 
8 – INDIAN SPIRIT – Newcomer ships in from Scioto Downs off two good lines. Likely to move forward 
out of the gate.  May have some trouble with the 7 next to him, but hopefully he can find a quick path to 
the inside without burning up too much energy. 
 
9 – MR MUNSON – Much better effort last week after dropping to the 10,000 level, but today gets the 
worst post.  He has the speed to contend in this group, but the post will make it a challenge. 
 
10 – FINAL JUSTICE – Drops in for 10,000 today just three starts after being claimed for 2,500 more.  He 
has been relatively consistent with his final times, but hasn’t been able to pick up a win in a while.  With 
post 10, he will likely be racing from mid-pack at best.  
 

 
SELECTIONS:  7-6-9-1 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – 7000-8000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – MANOLITO MONTOYA – Hasn’t been better than third all season, and in 3 starts at this level has a 
best finish of fourth.  Just hasn’t been able to find his best this year after a 7-win season in 2017.   
 
2 – REAL CATCH – Made two straight breaks and had to requalify.  However, despite the break on June 
30, he got back into the race and finished a solid 5th, only four lengths behind the leader.  Has an 
outside shot to hit the ticket today with a patient trip. 
 
3 – BATTLE CRUISER – Joins a new barn today after being sold privately after his last start.  Picked up a 
longshot win earlier in the spring but hasn’t hit the board since that start.  Let’s see if the change of 
venue makes a difference.  The Pirillo barn has had a good year so far, so this one is worth a look. 
 
4 – COLOSSAL – Veteran pacer should be ready for his best after a long layoff and four starts back.  
Gets a class drop this week to the bottom level, and should be a factor in here.  While he hasn’t been in 
the top 3 yet this year, he hasn’t been that far back. 
 
5 – DANCE LIFE WELL – Hasn’t been better than 8th in the last four starts, and hasn’t been lower than 
25-1, so he will likely be a longshot again today.   
 
6 – GORDO – This one raced in this 7000 level a few times earlier in the year and was very competitive, 
before moving to conditioned claimers.  Just missed by a nose two starts ago, and today drops back 
down in to the 7000 class.  He should do well here, assuming he can get to the inside quickly without 
getting stung too much out of the gate.  I expect he will be heading for the front early.   
 
7 – P L DRAGON – Has had three starts in this class, but hasn’t been better than 6th.  He will likely bring a 
high price again today.   
 
8 – MUSCLEHEAD ANDY – This one also drops from the 20,000 conditioned claiming level this week, 
just like #6 Gordo.  He missed by only a neck two starts ago, finishing right beside Gordo in that effort.   
 
9 – EXPENSIVE TOY – Continues to race well weekly, but today draws the worst post he’s had all year.  
He can still win, but there is plenty of inside speed to either force him to use a lot of energy to get to the 
front, or force him to drop in mid-pack.  If he had a better post, I likely would have picked him to win.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-6-9-4 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – NW 3500 PACE 
 
1 – BROOKLYN FLIGHT – Has had three starts back after a long time off, but hasn’t been better than 
eighth.  However, last time he did pace his last quarter in 28.3, so that could be a sign of a better mile to 
come today.   
 
2 – RYCROFT N – Takes another class drop today, so he’s significantly down from where he had been 
racing at Yonkers and Philly.  However, he just isn’t sharp right now, so the class drop is needed.  
Hopefully it will pick him back up and send him back toward the higher levels.  He also gets a much 
better post this week, which certainly won’t hurt.   
 
3 – STARTHIMUP – Survived a tough trip last time, not his type of race.  Stays in the same class today 
and can win if he gets the right trip.  He’s purely a closer, so he needs others to set fast fractions.  Last 
time, the frontrunners backed off the half to 58, and paced home in 55.1, again, not the way he needs 
the race to go.   
 
4 – CYRUS SEELSTER – Didn’t have much of a chance last time from a bad post and with a slow first half 
mile.  Should have a much better chance this week from a better post.  If he can get into the outside 
flow and follow #3, that could put him in a good spot.   
 
5 – DAFINATY – Ignore the last start due to post 10.  Showed some early speed in the start before that 
one, and picks up Wrenn today who may give this one an aggressive drive.  
 
6 – P H KENNY – Pantaleano chose this one over #2 today, which is definitely worth noting.  Has 4 wins 
this year and a fast mark, and returns to The Meadows today after being parked two straight weeks.  
Hopefully he can avoid early trouble and get to the front, where he can be successful.   
 
7 – THE PEPPERONI KID – Finished 5th last time, his best finish in a while, but he still hasn’t cracked the 
top three in some time.  Has the look of a longshot, but gets Hall today, and he has driven this one to a 
lot of wins in the past.   
 
8 – CATHERINESDIAMOND – Drops in class after a 7th place finish, but gets a poor post here.  The class 
drop and his 28.4 final quarter last time will draw some attention, but he should still be a reasonably high 
price.   
 
9 – LUCKY MILLIONAIRE – Got a good trip on the inside last week but couldn’t catch the frontrunners in 
a fast final half.  Today he moves to the worst post, and will be a longshot.   
 
10 – ALLIE’S CRUISER – Drops in class this week and gets a second tier starting spot.  Only lost by ¾ of a 
length in a higher level two starts ago, but then had a slow start last week.  I’ll ignore that line from July 
7 and give this one a shot today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   10-6-3-2 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – PREFERRED PACE 
 
1 – NITRO SEELSTER – Finished 4th in this group last week, his highest finish in the top level.  However, 
he lost a couple of positions in the stretch.  He’s a fast horse, but just seems to be a step behind some of 
these in here.   
 
2 – BORN OF FIRE – Another one that may just be a step behind a few others here, he paced a 26.4 final 
quarter but couldn’t pass anyone last week as the field came home in 27.1.  It was another strong finish 
for him, but the frontrunners are hard to catch.   
 
3 – REGGIANO – Hasn’t been worse than second in this class since arriving from Philly.  It’s tough for a 
horse to stay sharp for extended periods of time, but he’s been good for a month now despite some 
tough trips.  We’ll see if he can keep his hot streak going.   
 
4 – WINDSONG LEO – Newcomer arrives from Yonkers after three straight wins for the Burke Stable.  He 
shows two lines in the top class there, but couldn’t finish higher than 4th, so rather than move him to their 
top class, he ships here to try ours.  He hasn’t seen a 5/8 mile track in a while, so it’s hard to figure out 
how that move will affect him.   
 
5 – DAPPER DUDE – He took last week off after some tough miles in recent weeks.  The week off may 
have refreshed him a bit, so don’t be surprised if he’s a big factor in here today.   
 
6 – PHOENIX WARRIOR N – Showed his versatility last time by going to the front and holding off the 
pack with a 54.2 final half mile. He’s now won 9 of 13 starts this year and looks as strong as ever right 
now.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   6-3-5-4 
 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – NW 7500 PACE 
 
1 – VAGUE TRACES – 1-for-1 since arriving from Hoosier.  Worked out a perfect trip and won easily in a 
fast time last week.  That was in a lower class, but that was also the horse’s first start on Lasix.  Moves up 
today but gets the rail post again and can repeat.   
 
2 – IN COMMANDO – Returns today from two months off.  Qualified well, but this is a tough spot for his 
return and he will likely need a start or two.   
 
3 – V I P BAYAMA – Made a huge move last time and went on to a very good win, despite having been 
off for over a month.  He’s definitely a factor again today as he’s in the same class as last Saturday.   
 
4 – JUMPIN JAKE FLASH – Finished second to #3 last week, putting in a good mile.  Charlino gets the 
lines again this week, and can certainly put him in the right spot again.   
 
5 – IMIDEAL HANOVER – He jumped two classes last week and was a little overmatched in the 
NW12000 level, so today he gets a little relief and drops one class.  He should fit well in here.  Paced a 
fast mile last time, but it wasn’t his usual route.  He seems to be better when he gets to the front out of 
the gate. 
 
6 – SAM HILL – The ageless wonder only has made 4 starts this year and took some additional time off, 
but returns today.  He’ll likely need a start or two before he’s back in top form.   
 
7 – LORD OF WINTERFELL – Has been the favorite in this class two straight weeks, but has been unable 
to get a top-3 finish either time.  Gets this third different driver in three starts, so let’s see how he fares 
today.  He’s still a contender in here. 
 
8 – ZONE BLITZ – Backed off the half to 58 seconds then sprinted home in 55.1 last week for a very 
good win, but steps up two classes today.  Showed 2 recent starts in this level, with a 3rd and 4th place 
finish, but both of those efforts were from inside posts.  The outside hurts his chances today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   1-3-6-7 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – 12,500-15,000 CLAIMING PACE  
 
1 – ULTIMATE G – Had an equipment issue last time and a bad post.  Moves inside today by taking a 
lower claiming tag.  However, the rail may not be the best spot for this one, as he only got away 5th the 
only other time he drew the rail. 
 
2 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – Tough trip last time, faded a bit late.  Draws another inside post today, but 
will need to flush some cover and avoid a first-over move this week. 
 
3 – MAINLAND KEY N – Moves up in class, but returns to the Johnson Stable today.  Won his last 
appearance for that barn, and certainly can get back to the winner’s circle today.  Has early speed and 
should be at or near the front from the start. 
 
4 – ALL MUSIC – Bounced back with a much better effort last week, and moves up in this week off that 
third place finish.  Should find this class a bit tougher today, however. Will need the right trip to get a 
win here. 
 
5 – INNOCENT VICTIM – Picked up a win in here in early June, but hasn’t followed it up with anything 
better than a 4th place finish.  He pops up now and then with a big mile, and today could be his day.  
Keep an eye on him and use him on the ticket somewhere.   
 
6 – EPIC UNION – This one has been off since late April, and qualified on July 5.  Should be a longshot 
in here today.    
 
7 – ROCKIN ROGER – Claimed last time, stays in the same class today but goes in for a higher claiming 
tag so he moves to an outside post.  Has gate speed, may use it in here trying to get to the front for the 
new barn.   
 
8 – MAYTIME TERROR – Continues to put in strong efforts week after week, but by putting in for a 
higher price tag, he gets an outside post.  Actually dropped his claiming price by $500 this week but 
ended up with the same post as last time.  He has the speed to win in here, but could get roughed up 
early.   
 
9 – ARTFUL BLISS – Another one that takes the outside post via the higher tag, this one gets the worst of 
the draw this week.  He’s been competitive in here, but win only recent win was from a middle post.  He 
will need a perfect trip in here today.  Note that Pantaleano was named on three horses in this race and 
chose this one over #1 and #5. 
 
 
SELECTIONS:  3-5-8-9 
 
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – 20,000 CD CLAIMING TROT 
 
1 – MS MULLEN – Won in the 17,000 level last time, steps up one level today.  Showed good closing 
ability last time, and may have to take that route if she can’t get away quickly from the rail.  Rawlings had 
a choice between this one and #2, and chose this one.   
 
2 – NOWHERETOBEFOUND – I think he may be better than his lines show, so I’m going to use him on 
the ticket as a longshot today.   Only lost by less than 3 lengths last time despite finishing 7th.  Needs to 
avoid trouble at the gate. 
 
3 – DANISH DESIGN  Broke last time at Northfield, tries The Meadows today.  He’s a bit of a mystery 
horse, moving to a new track and into a new class this week.   
 
4 – PEMBROKE MORGAN – Won in this class last start, a narrow win, but it was a good comeback after 
making a break the previous week.  Took last week off, but has had enough starts this year that the week 
off shouldn’t hurt him.  He’s a big factor in here.   
 
5 – JILONA – She makes the race tough to handicap.  Did not finish last week after making a break and 
having an equipment problem.  Two starts ago she added Lasix, and today she drops into a claimer for 
the first time.  Logically she should be the horse to beat, but last week’s break leaves a big question 
mark.  
 
6 – DD’S COMET – Has the look of a longshot in here.  Has been on the board in 6 of 19 starts, but only 
once in the last five. 
 
7 – BAD RENTORS – Was bet to even money last time and got caught late, but still raced well.  Had won 
three in a row prior to that race, and certainly could get back on the winning track today.  Merriman was 
named on three different horses here, and chose this one over #4 and #6. 
 
8 – CATCH THE BOUQUET – She hasn’t missed by much in either of her last 2 starts, and has gate 
speed form outside posts to get into a good spot.  Needs to avoid an early speed battle today.   
 
9 – MON RIVER ROSE – Comes off a 9th place finish last time from a bad post, and gets another bad 
post today.  She will be a longshot in here. 
 
 
SELECTIONS:    5-7-4-2 
 
 

  



 
RACE 12 – NW5 PACE 
 
1 – SIN CITY BOOGIE – Paced a very good mile in first start of the year.  Figures to be a little better yet 
today, but moves up in class,  Still, does draw a good spot if he can stay close early.  
 
2 – ARTISTS RUFFLES – Returns from a Free For All event at the York, PA fair.  Finished 7th in this class 
two starts ago, has the look of a longshot in here today.   
 
3 – HIS EXCELLENCE – Parked early and faded badly late in most recent.  Took last week off, returns 
today and hopefully will return to previous form.   
 
4 – WESTERN BEACHBOY – Faced stake horses in New York last time, only lost by 3 lengths.  His last 
local appearance was in a lower level and he finished s solid second as the favorite.  He’s one of several 
in here that can win this race today.  
 
5 – BAMBINO JOE – Faced top-level sire stake horses in Ohio last time and held his own, finishing 
fourth.  He was dominant in his last Meadows appearance, beating #4 Western Beachboy by a couple of 
lengths.  He’s a big factor in here today.   
 
6 – ROCK N JO Z – Showed his versatility last week, racing from behind and recording a good win in this 
level.  He’s back today and has a shot to win, if the trip works out.  Could go for the front early but would 
have to battle his stablemate, #8 Whos Better, so that’s a big question mark.   
 
7 – SO CONFUSED – All of his local starts have been good.  He was in a lower level last week, but only 
missed by a neck in this NW5 class two starts ago.  Trip will be the key.  If #5 and #6 go for the front, he 
could be in trouble.  If they don’t leave too quickly, he could get a perfect trip.  Tough call, but he’s a 
factor here for sure. 
 
8 – WHOS BETTER – He was bet to 4-5 in the NW4 last week and faded a bit late, but that was from 
post 9.  This week’s draw isn’t much better, and there’s plenty of speed to his left at the gate, but you 
still have to respect him quite a bit from the Brown Stable and the fact that he’s faced some tough 
horses in big stakes recently.   
 
9 – BELLOWS BINGE – A winner last week in NW4 company, he steps up today.  There isn’t a huge 
difference between the classes, but there’s a big difference for him in post position this week.  That’s the 
main obstacle for him to overcome today.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:  8-6-5-4 
 

  



 
 
RACE 13 – NW 5000 PACE 
 
1 – SILVERHILL BLAZE – Has been getting away midpack and finishing midpack the last couple of starts.  
Gets a class drop and a better post today, which has to help.  Shows one start in this level and it was a 
second place finish.   
 
2 – ILUVTOMAKEMONEY – Made local return last time but had post 9, so ignore that mile.  Also down 
in class and moving to a better post this week, two positive factors.  Hall chose this one over #4 and #8.   
 
3 – TERROR O – A pure closer, always needs quick fractions up front. Not sure if he will get the fractions 
he needs today.   
 
4 – HUDSONANDBERNARD – Has been putting in some fast, consistent miles the last few weeks, all in 
this class.  Definitely a major player in here.   
 
5 – KINGOFTHEJUNGLE – Has been on the ticket in the last couple of starts, but hasn’t been able to get 
a win quite yet.  As with virtually every other horse in this field, you can make a case for this one, and he 
could be good with the right trip.   
 
6 – FOREVERNALWAYS – Makes the second start back after some time off and should be better this 
week, also gets a class drop.  May not be 100% sharp quite yet, so might need another week. 
 
7 – HILLBILLYFAIRYTALE – Seems class-conscious, as he has been on the board in most of his starts in 
the lower level, but not in this group.  Still, he has one good move and if it’s timed right, you never 
know.   
 
8 – GOOD SIDE – This one is overdue for a big mile here, and gets a class drop today.  He changes 
hands this week and joins the Rhoades Stable, which should draw some attention his way.   
 
9 – TODDLER TANTRUM – Gets a class drop, like several others in here today, but this one gets the 
worst of the post draw.  Should be a higher price from the outside. 
 
10 – DEW N DOUGHNUTS – This one likes to be involved early if possible, and that isn’t likely to 
happen today from post 10.  Will need to work out a trip from the second tier.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   4-5-3-1-10 


